Abstract :The purpose of this paper is to present some way of modeling and simulation of the multicriterion choices in System Dynamics method. This problem is strictly connected with so called "optimization embedded in simulation" and "simulation embedded in optimization". An interesting point of view is to analyzing, modeling and simulation decision-makers preferences in real economic situations. Many interesting examples of the structure of the objective function, with so called weight factors, will be presented. On the base of models: DYNBALANCE(1-3), DYNBALANCE(3-1-III), DYNBALANCE(2-2) will be illustrated how the optimization can change locally or globally the structure of the SD models. At the end some conclusions about the subject of consideration will be formulated.
Introduction
The decision-making issue is one of the great importance in the field of System Dynamics method. Analyzing, modeling and simulation of the way of making the decisions in the system, were the central point of interest for researchers. This problem is strictly connected with so called "optimization embedded in simulation" and "simulation embedded in optimization" 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . Still there are too little papers that concern these problems, specially in the aspect of the decision-makers preferences in real economic situations.
Last couple of years Kasperska was inspired by the ideas of prof. Coyle and has studded the examples of his models with objective functions. She, with her colleagues : Mateja-Losa and Słota, has started to build the models in the stream of "optimization". Such efforts not only applied the ideas of prof. Coyle but extended the issue of changing globally or locally the structure of SD models.
The "family" of models, named: DYNBALANCE (1-3), DYNBALANCE (3-1), DYNBALANCE (3-1-III), DYNBALANCE (2-2), were created by Kasperska and many experiments were performed by her colleagues. Now authors want to pay special attention to problem of modeling the objective functions, analyzing their structures and the consequences for multicriterion choices in some SD models.
Multicriterion choices in System Dynamics -some way of modeling and simulation
One of the simplest form of objective function was created by Kasperska in paper, describing the model DYNBALANCE (1-3). The structure of this model is presented on figure 1 .
The objective function "fob" is consisted of three elements with, so called: weight factors ( ). First element: SFFTB, measures the fitting of total balance (mass balance) during the whole horizon of simulation. Physically, this element is mapping the differences between the actual possibilities of production (technology) and these from calculated optimal plan (α, β, γ). The second element, represents the fitting of cost balance (SFFCB) during the whole horizon of simulation. And the third element measures of the fitting of labour balance. The main structure of the simple program is presented below. In paper 3 authors assumed many cases of balance (unconstrained and constrained). For example, in constrained balance of flows is:
. This condition denotes full accordance of the actual production (of three items) with optimal value of their production. Addition of penalty function was required what has resulted in the occurrence of discrepancies from the condition (
). When the condition is not fulfilled
) the massive penalty factor named kara is added to the value of the base function fob.
Technically speaking it has a form of:
The extension of such "penalty" factors, authors applied, for example, in paper 9 , in model DYNBALANCE (3-1-III). Its structure is presented on figure 2. The choices in both objective functions:
• The "fob" for minimalization We can see, that function "fob" takes into consideration, not only the cost of production but the penalty factor ("penalty"), with measure the cost of inventorying, and the cost of losse of profit from sale. These both elements of the penalty have theirs weight factors (see: w1, w2, w3 in program). These weight factors mapping our preferences for meaning elements of function, for estimation the goodness of accepted optimal value.
The possibilities of measuring these preferences in models type SD are practically unlimited. In classical structure of SD models, the "simulation embedded in optimization" changes globally the structure. It means that calculated values of optimized parameters are accepted in the whole horizon of simulation (except the case of optimization in so called "PLANNING HORIZON" -see Coyle).
However, in case of "optimization embedded in simulation", for example on model DYNBALANCE (2-2) 10 , the accepted values of optimized parameters, are changing in each step in simulation. Such "locally" optimal solution can be confronted, in the context of dynamic of the system like the whole (in horizon of simulation). Lets see, the structure of such system on figure 3. The idea of solving the matrix equation (1): uses the method of finding the so called "pseudosolution", which minimize the norm of overdetermined equation (1). This is Euclidean norm , so it is the square root of sum of squares of discrepancies ; for
. So, the found solution is that give the best "fitting" of balance (1). The scope of the paper can't demonstrate the many different possibilities of extension of this model (taking into consideration different objectives of fitting balances type (1)). So, time for the conclusions.
Final remarks and conclusions
The purpose of the paper was to present some way of modeling and simulation of the multicriterion choices in System Dynamics method. This problem was strictly connected with both: "simulation embedded in optimization" and "optimization embedded in simulation". Final conclusions are as follows:
• The decision-makers preferences can be modeled by the use of many objectives (taking into consideration weight factors).
• The "multicriterion" elements of objective functions, help to measure the goodness of accepted optimal value (objective function and parameters), in different aspects of consideration.
• The proposed optimal solutions change globally or locally structures of SD models, giving on many ways the chances to study the dynamic of the system and its complexity.
